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BC Scan gets your logistics going
Our know-how with processes gives you the decisive
advantage. Years of development and over 150 customer
installations with broad industry and project experience sums
up our mobile data collection solution.
Together we analyse your processes and optimise your work flow
in intralogistics - always with the focus on usability of the mobile
app. Using our standard modules for barcode
logistics, we can map all goods movements in
your company using mobile devices, including
complete barcode item tracking for batches and
serial numbers.
Direct communication using barcodes allows
maximum process security. Mistakes are
recognised immediately and can be corrected
before anything is recorded in the system.
As a full-service provider, we are at your side
with both skilled advice about software and as
a reliable hardware supplier with a wide range
of services, and we support you as a solutions
partner even after implementation.

Your benefits
✓F
 ree choice when it comes to
hardware
Our solutions support the latest
mobile operating systems
Android™, iOS™ and Windows™
10

✓ Secure Processing
User-friendly processes that
are easy to use, combined with
continuous validation

✓M
 odule-based
It’s up to you which processes
you want on the mobile display.
Online and Offline

✓ Full-service Provider
Consulting, hardware and
software as well as service

✓S
 pecific
The right solution for the
demands of your sector

✓S
 kill-based
Barcode know-how, project
experience and, since 2013,
user of NAV as an ERP
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Direct mobile interface
Our mobile app can show its strengths not just
over a direct WLAN connection - BC Scan is even
suitable for use offline in warehouses and logistics. Etiscan BC Scan communicates directly via
a web client with Microsoft Dynamics 365 BC
starting from NAV version 2009 R2. Both NAV
client versions (Classic Client and Role Tailored
Client (RTC)) and all BC versions are supported.
BC Scan can be integrated by Etiscan or by your
Microsoft partner. Our solution is flexible in
terms of functionality and the number of users
is also easy to scale up. Our modules, which
can be ordered separately, ensure this, as does
transparent licensing for mobile users. Etiscan

BC Scan is currently used by our customers with
2 to over 200 users working at the same time fallback and load balancing solutions designed
by Etiscan are also in use. When selecting hardware, we prefer to rely on our partners Zebra™,
Honeywell™ and Extreme Networks™ and would
be happy to advise you separately - always with
the focus on your company requirements and
the specific application of the mobile devices.
We attach particular importance to the security
of the systems used and would be happy to
provide comprehensive advice.

BC Scan standard modules
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Goods incoming
Warehousing/Stock transfer
Goods out/order picking
Inventory status
Batch/serial
tracking
Neuenumber
Screenshots
Receipt/Despatch
Production and manufacturing
Label printout
Inventory
and more besides

Communication/Infrastructure
✓ Online via WLAN and/or WWAN (mobile
network via SIM card)
✓ Asynchronous Balanced Mode (ABM)
without full wireless coverage can also be
arranged!
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Fixed terminals and all languages
All modules can also be used on fixed desktop PCs/terminals. The Etiscan Multi-language Tool combined
with Unicode hardware support mean our customers can easily translate the language content of the solution into any language using a translation table. Etiscan BC Scan is therefore suited to international use,
and is perfectly configured to grow as your company grows.

The right hardware
Etiscan BC Scan is built around Etiscan IGNITION - our Android™, iOS™ and Windows™ 10 compatible
client. Our focus is always on individual customer requirements. You decide on which hardware to use.
From the very outset, we provide support with analysing and selecting prospective hardware from our
partners Zebra™ and Honeywell™. A wide range of mobile barcode hardware means we can put together
the solution that’s right for you.

Our service
We also look after our customers once our
solutions have been put into operation, with
permanent contact people for hardware and
software, and we are always there for you
in the event of a problem. Designing WLAN
installations with wireless measurement on
site plus the appropriate WLAN hardware are
also part of our portfolio. Label printing for
your warehouse areas rounds off our range
of services and means we can offer you a
complete solution, all from a single source.
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